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�is rapidly changing digital world is always sensitive to improving security and resilience to protect the inhabitants of this
ecosystem in terms of data, processes, repositories, communication, and functions.�e transformation of this digital ecosystem is
heavily dependent on cloud computing, as it is becoming the global platform for individuals, corporates, and even governments.
�erefore, the concerns related to security are now linked closely with cloud computing. In this paper, a multi-cloud security
framework takes a view on the development of security mechanisms to provide a diversion to the attacker. �e purpose is to gain
more time to analyze the attack and mitigate the intrusion without compromises. �is mechanism is designed using the honeypot
technology that has been around for some time but has not been used in cloud computing and other technologies. �e proposed
framework provides modules related to managing the multi-cloud platform, the intrusion detection and prevention system, and
honeypots. �e results show signi�cant improvement in the accuracy of detecting attacks. �ese results are generated in a two-
phase scenario, and the �rst phase has been analyzed without the engagement of the honeypot module presented in the
framework. �e second phase has been executed with same parameters and conditions by engaging the honeypot module. It
includes a comparison taxonomy of both results and an in-depth study of existing honeypots, as well as critical design elements for
current honeypot research and outstanding concerns for future honeypots in IoT, multi-cloud contexts.

1. Introduction

�e emergence of cloud computing has brought many new
challenges from ITmanagement to the development tier.�e
Internet development has brought about huge changes in
cloud computing and has developed into an open, collab-
orative business model that looks for services and further
diversi�es other energy sources. Microservices gained im-
portance to address the software-as-a-service (SaaS) seg-
ment, smarter and unstructured databases, incorporation of
knowledge repositories, and more complex architectures to

deal with the question of big data and the Internet of �ings
(IoT). One essential and integral segment of this progress is
the security concerns related to data at rest, in transit, and
the attacks and compromises on digital assets. �e concept
of security is not merely limited to dealing with virus attacks;
it is now more sophisticated and multifaceted. In the digital
world, the encryption regime requires continuous devel-
opment as these methods are being compromised now and
then. Similarly, cyber security, database security, and cloud
security mechanisms are essential and shall be developed
with cutting-edge technologies. Still, the dynamism in the
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digital ecosystem develops this concept to engage more
intelligent and complex preventive measures to divert
hacking attempts [1].

Cloud computing is a flourished domain, and multiple
definitions are almost standardized as the properties and
structure of cloud computing are standardized. Cloud
computing provides computer services, from applications to
processing and storage capacity, usually via the Internet and
on pay-as-you-use price slabs. On this particular point, i.e.,
hiring the infrastructure instead of developing your own,
businesses do not have to have their own IT infrastructure or
data centers. Still, they can rent everything from applications
to storage to cloud providers. One of the advantages of
engaging in cloud computing is that the business and in-
dustry sector can reduce the capital expenditure involved in
setting up the IT infrastructure and platforms. Instead,
hiring the required services, infrastructure, and facilities is
possible while paying only for the usage. On the other hand,
cloud service providers (CSPs) can develop state-of-the-art
infrastructure and extend the same facility to many cus-
tomers/users, making it more profitable [2].

Cloud computing is the basis of many services. Cloud
computing depicted that from primary storage, networking
and dispensation abilities to “natural language processing,
artificial intelligence, and standard office applications, cloud
computing services” now offer a wide range of capabilities.
People can now offer almost any service that does not entail
the physical proximity of cloud-based IT hardware. %is
includes using services such as cloud backup in Gmail or
smartphones and services permitting large corporations to
keep all their data in the cloud and run all their solicitations.
Netflix also depends on cloud services to run the benefits of
video streaming and other occupational systems and has
many other organizations [3].

Cloud computing has brought an entirely new structure
for software developers and products. Developing multi-user,
cloud-enabled applications is more lucrative than a stand-
alone and single-user software entity. However, cloud com-
puting has potential drawbacks, as it also brings new costs and
risks to the companies that use it. %e principle of cloud
computing is that the place of the service and many partic-
ulars (such as the hardware or operating system running the
service) have nothing to do with the user. With this in mind, a
metaphor is rented from the old telecommunications net-
work, where the public network (and later the Internet) is
described as a cloud to show that justice does not matter [4].

Many companies are still worried about cloud service
security, though there are few security breaches. In a team-
managed internal system, you can fear many other problems
that are more likely to occur than under the supervision of
cloud engineers specializing in infrastructure protection, as
shown in Figure 1. However, security concerns remain,
especially for companies that transfer data among multiple
cloud services. %is has led to the growth of cloud security
tools that can monitor cloud-to-cloud and cross-platform
migration. %ese tools can indicate fraudulent use of cloud
data, unauthorized downloads, and malicious software.
However, it affects finances and performance: these tools can
reduce cloud-based profitability by 5–10% and 5–15% [6].

IaaS refers to the essential information technologies
leased, including computing servers, storage hardware, and
network layers. However, half people said that the IaaS
might not be protected sufficiently for the most critical data.
%is is stimulating for businesses who want to build modern
IT infrastructure from scratch and want to do almost ev-
erything themselves. Still, this plan pushed the businesses to
have the technical skills to coordinate services at this stage
[7]. %is service segment is the broadest and most detailed
service structure consisting of computation hardware/in-
frastructure facilities. %ese services or the hardware is
provided to the end-user in virtualization. Infrastructure-as-
a-service providers are responsible for delivering the
physical structures, e.g., processors, memory, servers, stor-
age.%e physical structure behind this virtualization is a data
center containing multiple servers, computation capability,
storage in hard drives, and memory provided to end-users to
configure the respective virtual machines of their preferred
configuration [8].

1.1. Emergence of Multi-Cloud. Cloud deployment models
are developed and used in the best interest of the end-user
even than the end-user always seeks for more benefits and
better quality. As the market is filled with many CSPs and
provision of many services and configurations, therefore,
end-user has a split opinion, i.e., prefer specific services of a
CSP but like the infrastructure of another CSP and vice
versa.

Figure 2 shows multiple clouds that form an intercon-
nection cloud system, creating a virtual multi-cloud envi-
ronment. Each cloud participating in forming a cloud system
consists of all basic cloud characteristics like VM (virtual
machine), hypervisor, and specific service (memory, storage,
network). %e same is applicable on pricing slabs, service
quality, and performance measures. %erefore, end-users
prefer resources from multiple CSPs at one place to have the
optimum benefits from each service. %ere are multiple
reasons due to why many organizations are willing and
investing in a multi-cloud environment. By assessing po-
tential pitfalls, expectations, and negotiating positions that
make it easy to switch from one cloud provider to another,
connect the cloud’s power and derive the most value from
their partnership with any cloud service provider [9].

%e challenges of implementing multi-cloud integration
are as follows:

(i) Data governance and compliance.
(ii) Multiple skillsets and vendors to manage.
(iii) Software development and delivery.
(iv) Data redundancy and security.
(v) Cost controls and cloud sprawl.

For several reasons, business organizations depend on
multi-cloud infrastructure.

(i) For the avoidance of vendor lock-in.
(ii) Achieving broader technical and business goals in-

cludes using more price-competitive cloud services.
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Figure 1: Multi-cloud integrationmode [5]. However, security concerns remain, especially for companies that transfer data amongmultiple
cloud services. �is has led to the growth of cloud security tools that can monitor cloud-to-cloud and cross-platform migration. �ese tools
can indicate fraudulent use of cloud data, unauthorized downloads, and malicious software. However, it a�ects �nances and performance:
these tools can reduce cloud-based pro�tability by 5–10% and 5–15% [6].
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Figure 2: Multi-cloud design.
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(iii) For minimal latency and optimal performance by
data, sovereignty enables organizations to locate
compute resources as close as possible to the end-
user.

As demonstrated in Figure 3, a honeypot is a device built
to run on either hardware or software with known vulner-
abilities and attack surfaces to trap and entice in attackers.

2. Statement of the Problem

Cloud computing has brought an entirely new digital eco-
system to the IT community; its security is a complex
challenge due to the nature of the cloud ecosystem. It
provides infrastructure, platform, and software as services
while maintaining the user data. %e same segments require
strict and carefully designed security measures in terms of
security methods and mechanisms that may have low
process costs and high accuracy. %is paper provides a se-
curity mechanism to divert and capture unknown threats
without compromising the performance and operations of
the cloud platform. It is also essential to security day-to-day
cloud usage for a single user or a corporate user alike.

3. Research Gap and Significance of the Study

%e swift spread of cloud computing and the transformation
of conventional digital systems to cloud platforms has
brought many challenges related to data processing, dis-
tribution and management frameworks, and security. %e
fine line between security methods and mechanisms is es-
sential to the research community. %e security methods are
being developed, deployed, and compromised, it is an on-
going process of having more advanced methods, and within
due time, the same method has been compromised. On the
other hand, it is also known that managing a threat requires
time and knowing patterns to address the vulnerability. %is
is the gap that more mechanisms are required to gain more
time and capture more threats to develop new security
methods.

%is research work contributes to developing the
framework for a multi-cloud environment using honeypots
to enhance the preventive measures against attacks. %e
proposed framework not only provides the conventional
methodologies for intrusion detection, but also provides the
dynamic range of algorithms to identify the threat level and
accordingly behave. %e honeypots are used in different
scenarios, but multi-cloud intrusion prevention with a dy-
namic detection approach is not being presented.

4. Related Work

Cloud computing is a sort of computing that gives customers
on-demand or pay-per-use access to a shared pool of
computer resources. %ese services are mainly categorized
into three different forms such as software-as-a-service
(SaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and infrastructure-as-
a-service (IaaS). CC has changed the overall picture of the IT
world by offering its services with matchless features like
virtualization, broad network access, resource pooling, on-

demand self-service, easy maintenance, availability, rapid
elasticity and scalability, economical, reliability, pay-as-you-
go, security, and measured services. As a result, it has
dramatically grabbed the attention of enterprises and urged
them to adopt it rather than investing a huge amount of
money on physical IT resources [10].

As the Internet becomes increasingly popular daily,
security is shifting from being a secondary concern to taking
center stage. %e technologies are known as server honey-
pots, and client phishing sites are used in this study to
propose an integrated architecture of malware gathering and
processing.While client honeypots help us understand client
side assaults, server honeypots help us understand server
side threats [11]. Analyzing malware samples gathered from
honeypots was the major objective of our investigation on
honeypot technologies. To do this, malware samples from
both client and server honeypots are analyzed [12].

Various researchers use intrusion detection systems and
honeypot technologies to develop solutions and propose a
mechanism to address multiple problems faced by intrusion
detection systems. Similarly, a signature generator is pro-
posed to secure the digital networks for honeypot tech-
nology. It is also notable that the exact mechanism collected
information related to attacks and suspicious activities that
helped develop resilience against vulnerabilities, especially
against unknown worms and attacks. %is work highlights
the gap in developing more intrusion detection system
mechanisms [13].

Honeypot integration with intrusion detection systems
delivers good results. Another exciting mechanism was
presenting a framework based on virtualization in cloud
computing and developing nested virtual machines. For
intrusion detection, they have placed honeypots on the
nested virtual machines—this mesh of virtualization, hon-
eypots, and interdependent virtual machines consisting of
honeypots. Similarly, the intrusion detection system has
incorporated IP tracing back mechanism [14].

%e intrusion detection focuses on honeypots having IP
trackback signatures that enhance conventional intrusion
detection capacity. In a distributed network environment,
the author performed a detailed experiment to analyze on
different configurations. %e results were encouraging and
highlighted the honeypots as a better and more stable
prevention system in collaboration with intrusion detection
systems [15].

Analytical capability combined with efficient anomaly
detection is a key target for research worldwide. [16] pro-
posed the integration of honeypots in a distributed envi-
ronment that is highly scalable and interactive in
maintaining quick attack detection as well as performing
analysis for better performance. %e main objective of their
work is to manage distributed service blocking by intruders.
%eir work has endorsed the idea that the attacks related to
distributed denial of service (DDoS) can be prevented with
the help of honeypots more successfully than the conven-
tional intrusion detection systems [17].

As technology changes, open-source development and
solutions have become essential and cost-effective. A sig-
nificant contribution [18] discussed the honeypots in an
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open-source environment. �ey have delivered SNORT,
OSSEC, and honeypot while utilizing various machine
learning techniques and algorithms for attack predictions
and analytics. It is also notable that in a single con�guration,
only �rewall, intrusion detection system, intrusion pre-
vention system, or honeypots are not successful or not too
much impactful. �erefore, it is recommended to engage
multiple mechanisms to trade o� the weaknesses and
strengths [19].

A key issue is accurately describing the statistical
characteristics of cyber attacks. In [20] article, we provide the
�rst statistical approach for thoroughly examining data from
cyber attacks that honeypots have detected. A new class of
mathematical objects for characterizing cyber attacks, the
stochastic cyber attack process, serves as the foundation for
the framework, while emphasizing that the system may also
be used to analyze high-interaction honeypot data, which
provides deeper information on the assaults [21].

Speci�cally, the data volume has increased tremendously
in scienti�c domains, making it di�cult for traditional data
management and processing methodologies to cater to this
data. �e computation demands for such heavy data vol-
umes are becoming specialized. High-performance com-
puting (HPC) and cloud computing are two segments
aligned to provide solutions [22].

A security facility speci�cally designed to be examined,
attacked, and hacked is known as a honeypot. Spotting and
blocking unwanted accesses are often used to safeguard pro-
duction systems. Additionally, it helps analyze how attackers
behave, particularly while carrying out unidenti�ed assaults [23].

�e purpose of cyber deception is to deceive attackers by
misrepresenting the network’s health, falsifying their re-
connaissance results, and diverting them away from their
intended targets. Honeypots are decoy devices that may be
placed within networks to capture attackers for surveillance
reasons. Based on honeypot allocation, we suggest a two-
phase deception strategy [24].

DDoS (distributed denial of service) assault ¢ood tar-
geted nodes with tra�c from many sources. Assaults with a
low rate of occurrence cause the network to degrade
gracefully, but attacks with a high rate of occurrence cause
the network to become functionally unstable. Previous re-
sponses to such assaults have reached a point of ine�ec-
tiveness. Survivable systems attempt to lessen the impact of
these assaults. Increased reaction times and network con-
gestion breakdowns plague the network. Furthermore, the
Internet is ¢uid, and the problem of scripted responses to
assaults has seen little attention [25].

5. Proposed Design and Implementation

Many researchers mentioned and exposed the e�ectiveness
and suitability of honeypots in various con�gurations in
cloud platforms. As the objective of this paper is to work on
practical measures of prevention in the domain of security
and resilience, a framework is proposed. �e proposed
framework is developed in a modular structure keeping
the multi-cloud environment focused. It is also notable
that the proposed framework mitigates the weaknesses of
previously presented mechanisms for intrusion detection
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Figure 3: Multi-cloud threat scenario.
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using honeypots as shown in Figure 4. Considering the
adaptation of multi-cloud platforms by the corporate
sector at a rapid pace is pointing toward a near-future
eruption of security needs and an increase in cloud
resilience demand.

6. Proposed Framework

Figure 5 depicts the modular details of the proposed
framework. It is visible that there are four main modules of
the proposed framework, namely,

(i) Authenticity controller.
(ii) Honeypots.
(iii) Production system.
(iv) Cloud ecosystem.

As mentioned previously, various experiments have
shown the failure of a single configuration of IDS and
honeypots; therefore, in our proposed framework, the in-
trusion detection system is configured with honeypots and
several of its components. Similar to this paper’s objective,
the framework can detect anomalies and capture unknown
patterns by presenting a decoy system to the intruder. As
mentioned in the figure below, a logical flow can also sig-
nificantly contribute toward detecting, capturing, and
flagging the anomaly. %e complexity of the multi-cloud
platform has also been addressed in the proposed framework
as shown in Figure 5. It is also notable from the following
diagram that the cloud ecosystem is incompletely encap-
sulated, while the multi-cloud management, intrusion de-
tection, and honeypots are working in three tiers to ensure
the prevention and protection from known/unknown
threats.

%e authenticity controller module is the first to interact
with the external stimulus. %is module aims to be the first
tier of prevention by letting the authentic user into the
system. %e unknown new threats and attacks may dodge
that; therefore, the optimum effort is to have a strict and
vigilant entry into the system.

%e analysis of influx packets identifies the behavior,
pattern, properties, and level of anomaly. Suppose a usual
request is generated but creates an exception in request
time. %e IDS will take it as an anomaly and monitor this
kind of request, the behavioral anomaly. Similarly, if a
packet generates a previously unavailable pattern, the
authenticity controller will also start observing such
patterns. %e anomaly level is also a complex structure as
the most critical factor in intrusion is evaluating the
threat. In multi-cloud, it is always situational to identify
the risk related to a threat.

%e segmentation of honeypots used previously and
familiar with the previously known attacks is available as
honeywall that is continuously active. In case of a positive
from the intrusion detection module, it will start working to
provide or direct the request to suitable honeypots. %e
objective is to capture the unknown patterns and make the
attack cluster if known patterns are available. honeywall
performed well in system behavior in case of vulnerability.

%e honeywall provides the initial parameters to the hon-
eypot framework and replica RACS to develop a relevant and
suitable decoy to the current threat.

%e proposed framework is catering multi-cloud
platform, and the authenticity controller has the multi-
cloud manager to identify the threats, anomalies, and
attacks on certain services, nodes, cloud service pro-
viders, service models, etc. Authenticity controller ex-
tended the influx packets to the multi-cloud manager,
which contains the meta properties of all member clouds
and services. Instead of confirming the authenticity from
the specific member cloud or service, the authenticity
controller only uses the already available user directory
to identify the incoming user request. Authenticity
deployed by the cloud service provider is a separate
process that shall be activated once the user reaches the
production system. %ree modules are available to de-
velop the decoy for the intruder to get optimum time to
evaluate and identify the threat type and select the
correct preventive action. %is module is constructed on
multiple sub-modules representing processes and
functions this module is supposed to perform. %is
module identifies and stores the threat signature and
pattern analysis and maintains the log for unauthorized
access.

It performs as an observer to keep track of system
participants, the requests, and packets flagged by the in-
trusion detection module. Analyze the influx to declare the
current packet and system-level status. In case of an
anomaly, the event editor declared the system’s intrusion
state and started the flagged activities to stop or mitigate the
intrusion without compromising digital assets and data in
transit.

As the framework deals with multi-cloud environments
and known and unknown threats, it is essentially required
to have a dynamic rule base, which shall contain the rules
against certain threats and mitigation. %is module ana-
lyzed the packets to evaluate if there is any property or
activity against the rules available in the database. It
provides the results to the intrusion detection module and
event editor module. It also caters the behavioral patterns
by comparing the recent requests from a certain user to the
past behavior/requests from the same user. In case of
deviation beyond a certain threshold, the request/packet is
reported to the event editor and the intrusion detection
module for further action.

%is module’s purpose is not just to track all previously
known threats and attacks on the system but also to keep
the attack sequence to compare and identify the same
sequence occurring in the multi-cloud environment at any
node or by any ad hoc or authorized user. %at helps in
preventing the attack and taking action against the possible
anomaly.

%ere can be thousands of attacks and attempts to
compromise the security parameters in a multi-cloud envi-
ronment. %e intrusion detection and prevention systems,
honeypots, and other mechanisms can mitigate the risk to a
certain level. Collecting the maximum data related to un-
authorized/unauthenticated access to the system and services
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is highly desirable to prepare the preventive measures and
develop the honeypots according to the attacks. It provides
the possible weakness or loophole in the security that can be
addressed in time. As honeypots provide a decoy, a strong
decoy is near to reality illusion for the intruder. �e replica
RACS, selected apps, and trap parameters all three modules
are responsible for developing an active decoy.�e purpose is
to generate an alternate for the intruder that shall be similar to
the real system. �is module will provide the operating
system, selected applications, and middleware to develop a
decoy. �ese applications will keep changing according to the

data provided by the event editor and unauthorized access
logs. �is module will provide the desired application and
environment to the intruder to lure them into the honeypots.

As the objective or proposed framework is to provide a
dynamic honeypot environment instead of a �xed decoy,
trap parameter modules will collect the suitable parameters
required for developing a honeypot. It will receive data from
other modules to formulate a reliable honeypot environment
for the intruder.

�is module works as an administrator in the honeypot
module; it receives and engages all other modules to develop
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Figure 5: Modular structure of proposed framework.
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dynamic honeypots, honeywall, and honeynets according to the
changing queries and requests as observed by the othermodules.
%eproduction system is the 3rd tier in the proposed framework
to manage intrusion and honeypots. %e more focus of this
module is on themanagement of multi-cloud environment.%e
figure shows that the production system module has sub-
modules and the cloud ecosystem. As mentioned earlier, these
modules will use the meta properties of the constituent clouds
and services instead of engaging the actual cloud platforms.

Similarly, here in the production system, the sub-
modules use the meta properties-based directory of the
multi-cloud constituents and service catalogue for pro-
cessing and decision-making. In a multi-cloud environ-
ment, it is vital to have all the constituent cloud service
providers, and the services, prices, subscriptions, and
other details shall be recorded in a manner that will help in
switching the service autonomously if required. %is
module aims to keep such information, which helps
evaluate the existing multi-cloud configuration, and rank
it compared to previously used configurations. %is will
help in developing new multi-cloud configurations.

%e complexity of the multi-cloud platform is the en-
gagement of services from different cloud service providers.%e
possibility of changing these services at any given time is a highly
dynamic and difficult challenge. Suppose there are infrastructure
services from a certain cloud provider and platform, services
from another provider while the software services are engaged
from a third service provider. In that case, it becomes a core
requirement to develop integration among these services to
provide a working environment to the end-user.

%e multi-cloud platform may have same application
service from different providers depending on the properties,
service type, and performance. An application bank is provided
which shall keep the record of application performance, usage
time, and comparative applications from other cloud service
providers that have been used previously.%is will help provide
users with the basic analytics related to the applications
(typically used most extensively); therefore, if a better appli-
cation by other cloud service providers in terms of perfor-
mance, price, and ranking is available, the proposed framework
will be able to provide a recommendation. As previously
discussed that the usage pattern is critically important in the
identification of an anomaly or a different behavior, therefore,
all the authorized access record is maintained by this sub-
module to provide a usage pattern, to develop a normality
threshold, and to develop the behavior of a specific user in
terms of timing, request types, most requested services, etc.

%e proposed framework provides three tiers of pro-
cesses and functions to encapsulate the cloud ecosystem.%e
actual multi-cloud services, products, and structure are
available in the cloud ecosystem. %e constituent cloud
service providers in this multi-cloud platform will have
complete freedom to have their respective security and
accessibility measures.

7. Simulations/Experiment and Results

Validating the proposed framework starts with identifying
the most vulnerable and weak areas. Literature has provided

multiple aspects related to cloud computing, multi-cloud
platforms penetrating into dockers, containers, and SQL
injection [26].

7.1. Simulation Setup. Targeted types of attacks are as
follows:

(i) DOS: denial of service.
(ii) R2L: unauthorized access from a remote machine,

e.g., guessing password.
(iii) U2R: unauthorized access to local superuser (root)

privileges, e.g., various “buffer overflow” attacks.
(iv) Probing: surveillance and another probing, e.g., port

scanning.
(v) Protocols for testing: HTTPS, HTTP, SMTP, DNS,

POP3, BGP, IMAP, TSP, and SNMP.

Dataset used: KDDCup 1999 dataset since 1999 has been
the most wildly used dataset for evaluating anomaly de-
tection methods. %is dataset is prepared and built based on
the data captured in DARPA′98 IDS evaluation program
[27].

Dataset description: data files are as follows:

(i) kddcup.names: a list of features.
(ii) kddcup.data.gz: the full dataset
(iii) kddcup.data_10_percent.gz: a 10% subset.
(iv) kddcup.newtestdata_10_percent_unlabeled.gz
(v) kddcup.testdata.unlabeled.gz
(vi) kddcup.testdata.unlabeled_10_percent.gz
(vii) corrected.gz: test data with corrected labels.
(viii) training_attack_types: a list of intrusion types.
(ix) typo-correction.txt: a brief note on a typo in the

dataset that has been corrected.

Consider all these factors and strategies proposed in
handling security challenges due to the emergence of the
multi-cloud environment. Intrusion detection systems are
growing into more versatile and agile black boxes that may
be designed to work with multi-cloud environments [28].
%e upcoming multi-cloud computing security challenge
can capture user behavior, login patterns, and routine
anomalies. Intrusion detection and intrusion prevention are
two subsets of these techniques and tools [29].

Univariate, multivariate, and time series models are all
statistically based models. %ese models create two datasets
that depict stochastic behavior based on network traffic
activity. It is preferable to look into a little more information
for comparison.

HAIL, RACS, and ICStore are three important candi-
dates for cloud computing in general and multi-cloud set-
tings, each with its own set of advantages and disadvantages.
K.D introduced high availability and integrity layer (HAIL).
It enables users to work with files across multiple servers
without multiple protocols or updates. HAIL employs a
proxy service to act as an identifier on behalf of the user. %e
proxy service/entity communicates with many cloud
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providers’ servers and services across multiple cloud plat-
forms. HAIL is also capable of encrypting �les during ag-
gregation to ensure �le integrity.

Redundant array of cloud storage (RACS) also manages
a multi-cloud environment at the storage level. �e goal of
RACS is to continue to locate the best cost-e�ective and
secure resource for the end-user. It considers factors such as
overhead costs, accessibility, and vendor performance.
RACS uses a very identical scenario to RAID5 to administer
the distributed �le management system across numerous
cloud services and service providers at the storage level.
HAIL also uses a RAID-like scenario, although, as previously
stated, the tradeo� is between multi-cloud range and ver-
sioning. �e RAID5 engagement in RACS established
availability, replication, and e�ciency provisioning across
various cloud platforms.

HAIL, as previously indicated, includes cryptography for
more secure retrieval procedures and erasure-coded dis-
tributed storage. HAIL uses symmetric keys that must be
kept secret by the user. In contrast, RACS and ICStore use
RAID5 to distribute and engage in a multi-cloud environ-
ment across di�erent servers or services. It is worth men-
tioning that these strategies are more focused on speci�c
scenarios and services, revealing their limitations. We
compared HAIL, ICStore, and RACS, and found that they
are all storage-oriented. �is is due to the nature of cloud
computing, which is a distributed system. In the case of
single cloud operations, each cloud service provider employs
various technologies to assure storage security; however, this
has been breached in several instances.

Although HAIL, RACS, and ICStore have given a multi-
cloud solution, there is a gap for comprehensive intrusion
detection or, more accurately, intrusion preventionmodulation,
as previously described. It is also worth noting that storage-
related services are not the only ones subject to intrusion at-
tempts. As previously stated, APIs, application-level activities,
and hardware resources are all targets for intrusion. Because
programs have a trust signature in their generic form, hackers
can use them as a ruse to access the system as a trusted user.�e
most well-known examples of such intrusions are denial of
service attacks, SQL injection assaults, and CAPTCHA
breaking. As a result, it is highly desirable to provide.

In order to create a multi-cloud con�guration, Snort
employed a virtual segment made up of GCS, EC2, and
Salesforce. Using our suggestedmethodology, the discovery and
simulation of these factors have given insight into the funda-
mentals of intrusion and threats. �e focus is on fundamental
cloud activities rather than these parameters, which are valid for
cloud and web apps and server-based environments. Using
sni�, we have discovered such parameters confronting vul-
nerability at all times, especially in cloud computing.

�e following parameters are selected after literature
review and experimentation that most of the attacks are on
conventional protocols, which is the �rst phase of intrusion
detection. Suppose the protocol attacks and vulnerabilities
are manageable with the help of the proposed framework. In
that case, it is undoubtedly a great endeavor to evaluate other
cloud segments to analyze vulnerabilities and risk of attacks
to develop prevention and intrusion detection and provide

the results for developing honeypots. �e following pa-
rameters as shown in Table 1 have been selected to evaluate
the proposed framework in this very �rst phase.

7.2. Validation Phase-I—Without Honeypots. �e initial
phase has applied two process cycles on all selected pa-
rameters. �e �rst cycle is to calculate the total number of
attacks in a 24-hour duration. It is visible in the data table
that most of the threats were against HTTPS protocol,
reaching 2995 while the lowest number among top �ve
protocols is 490 in 24 hours, as shown in Table 2. It is also
important to note that the phase-I for the proposed
framework is executed without honeypots.

Similarly, the other protocols face a substantial number
of attacks up to POP3 protocol, reaching almost 500. �e
ratio of attacks on the remaining protocols is comparatively
lesser than the top �ve protocols ranging from 155 to 175 as
shown in Figure 6. Although it is important to note that
these results are based on a 24-hour cycle, it may change in a
heavier �gure if data are engaged for a longer instance. �e
second cycle in phase-I is activated to capture the number of

Table 1: Validation parameters.

1 HTTPS
2 HTTP
3 SMTP
4 DNS
5 POP3
6 BGP
7 IMAP
8 TSP
9 SNMP

Table 2: Dataset for phase-I.

Type No. of attacks Detected Accuracy rate
HTTPS 2,955.00 2,863.00 96.89
HTTP 1,150.00 1,010.00 87.83
SMTP 995.00 895.00 89.95
DNS 587.00 480.00 81.77
POP3 490.00 485.00 98.98
BGP 175.00 163.00 93.14
IMAP 170.00 155.00 91.18
TSP 152.00 130.00 85.53
SNMP 155.00 127.00 81.94

2,955.00 
1,150.00 

995.00 
587.00 

490.00 
175.00 
170.00 
152.00 
155.00 

HTTPS
HTTP
SMTP

DNS
POP3

BGP
IMAP

TSP
SNMP

NO OF ATTACKS

Figure 6: Number of attacks on protocols.
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attacks detected without engaging honeypots on the same
protocols. �e result shows the most vital vulnerability
detection is found in the protocol POP3, in which 485 at-
tacks are detected successfully out of 490 attacks, resulting in
a 98.98% success rate as shown in Figure 7. �e DNS
protocol is weakest, which faces 587 attacks and identi�es
480 successfully, turning 81.77%, the lowest. Both cycles
were executed and observed for another 24 hours, resulting
in the same output with minor variation. �e number of
attacks and detection without the engagement of honeypots
ranges from 81.77 to 98.98%. �e simulation is performed
with these protocols engaging di�erent cloud platforms.

�e top �ve protocols have 500+ attacks in a day, and
these attacks are changing in nature and level with every
passing day. �erefore, the vulnerability level is high and
demands a carefully crafted framework to capture the
missing attackers and prepare the system for unknown and
high volume attacks.

7.3. Validation Phase-II—With Honeypots. �e second
validation phase includes the same protocols and parameters
in similar tenure with honeypots as mentioned in the
proposed framework. �e dataset shows the number of
attacks ranging from 148 to 2765. �e maximum attacks as
observed before are on HTTPS protocol, the previous ac-
curate rate for this protocol without honeypots is 96.89,
while after the engagement of honeypots, the accuracy is
improved for this protocol at 98.99%. �e weakest link in
this scenario is 95.15 of the IMAP protocol that faced 165
attacks and detected 157 successfully. �e status of this
protocol without honeypots shows 91.18% accuracy, so in
comparison, the engagement of honeypots has improved the
detection rate as shown in Table 3.

�e number of attacks shown in the data again endorses
the initial observation that the most vulnerable protocols are

top �ve without changing the hierarchy, as shown in Figure 8.
�e SNMP protocol is the least attacked protocol. �e pro-
posed framework’s engagement with honeypots signi�cantly
impacts detecting anomalies, attacks, and vulnerabilities on
the selected parameters. �e summary results show an overall
improvement in attack detection capability in phase-II, using
the proposed framework with honeypots. It shows the im-
provements in the accuracy of each protocol’s vulnerability
analysis. It is also interesting to note that the accuracy of
POP3 protocol is decreased after the engagement of

2,955.00 
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587.00 490.00 

175.00 170.00 152.00 155.00 
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Figure 7: Vulnerability analysis without honeypots.

Table 3: Dataset for phase-II.

Type No. of attacks Detected Accuracy rate
HTTPS 2,765.00 2,737.00 98.99
HTTP 893.00 883.00 98.88
SMTP 551.00 544.00 98.73
DNS 289.00 285.00 98.62
POP3 249.00 242.00 97.19
BGP 171.00 163.00 95.32
IMAP 165.00 157.00 95.15
TSP 149.00 146.00 97.99
SNMP 148.00 146.00 98.65

2,765.00 
893.00 

551.00 
289.00 

249.00 
171.00 
165.00 
149.00 
148.00 

HTTPS
HTTP
SMTP
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POP3
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Figure 8: No. of attacks (with honeypot).
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honeypots. In phase-I, the accuracy of this protocol is 98.98%,
which was also the highest in the previous analysis. In
comparison, in the current phase the accuracy of this speci�c
protocol is 97.19% as shown in Figure 9.

7.4. Proposed Framework Results. �e validation of the
proposed framework shows a signi�cant improvement in the
analysis results with and without the engagement of

honeypots. �e highest di�erence is achieved on DNS at-
tacks, where it showed 81.77 accuracies without honeypots
but after the engagement of the proposed framework, the
accuracy has increased on 98.62, which creates a di�erence
of 16.85. �e following table shows the accuracy improve-
ment on each protocol.

Similar results depict the di�erence of 11.05 in the case of
HTTP that was previously having an accuracy of 87.82%,
while after the incorporation of the proposed framework, the
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-
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0

Accuracy Improvement
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Phase-I
Phase-II
Change

Figure 10: Proposed framework accuracy improvement.

Table 4: Proposed framework accuracy improvement.

Type Phase-I Phase-II Change
HTTPS 96.88663 98.99 2.10
HTTP 87.82609 98.88 11.05
SMTP 89.94975 98.73 8.78
DNS 81.77172 98.62 16.85
POP3 98.97959 97.19 (1.79)
BGP 93.14286 95.32 2.18
IMAP 91.17647 95.15 3.97
TSP 85.52632 97.99 12.46
SNMP 81.93548 98.65 16.71
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Figure 9: Vulnerability analysis with proposed framework.
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accuracy result has improved to 98.88%. %ese results make
it evident that engagement of honeypots or making a se-
curity mechanism positively impacts the system’s resilience
against known and unknown attacks, especially in the multi-
cloud-like complex environment shown in Table 4.

%e accuracy improvement graph presents the phase-I
and phase-II results and the improvement due to the en-
gagement of honeypots in intrusion detection and pre-
vention with the help of the proposed framework, as shown
in Figure 10.

Different intrusion detection algorithms are tested on the
proposed framework, including SVM, LR, RF, GNB, andDTto
evaluate the robustness of the framework with training and
testing using KDD12 dataset. Intrusion detection based on
anomaly and signature is both covered in the proposal. System
can identify the threat and update its repository for newly
identified threats.%erefore, the proposed framework is ideally
suitable for a complex environment like multi-cloud.

8. Conclusion

%e proposed model has taken a multi-cloud platform as the
target environment and engaged the conception of honey-
pots to develop a security mechanism that not only prevents
attackers but also captures the properties of the attack,
maintains a database for the attack sequences, develops an
understanding of the user behavior, and requests to detect an
anomaly, dishonest behavior, and suspicious requests. With
all these detections and preventive measures, honeypots
collect trap parameters from the packets to develop a decoy
to avoid attacks on the digital assets. A modular approach
has been adopted to develop the framework containing
modules and functional sub-modules. %e framework can
manage multi-cloud activities and the honeypot module,
which can develop dynamic honeynets to divert intruders
into a real-like environment.

%e validation process for the proposed framework is split
into twomain phases; one phase is the vulnerability attacks and
detection of such attacks without the engagement of the
honeypots module in the proposed framework. %e results
provided by phase-I are the threshold value for phase-II. In the
second phase, the same parameters were used under the same
environment with the honeypot module in the proposed
framework. %e results for the same parameters show signif-
icant improvement in detection accuracy rate. %e difference
between phase-II and I is the key indicator to expose the
potential of honeypots in a carefully crafted mechanism for
intrusion detection and prevention in the multi-cloud envi-
ronment for a secure and resilient system.
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